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Category Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Interpretation Answers do not reflect accuratecomprehension of the story. Opinions are missing orunjustified.

Answers are occasionally correctand demonstrate an incompletecomprehension of the story. Opinions are provided andsometimes justified.
Answers are often correct anddemonstrate goodcomprehension.  Opinions areaccurate and somewhat justified.

Answers are always correct anddemonstrate excellentcomprehension.  Opinions arealways accurate and fully justified.
Thoroughness Answers lack the required detailor are incomplete. Answers contain some details. Answers are usually completeand include several details. Answers are always complete,extensive, and include manydetails.

Use ofinformation
Answers do not includesupporting evidence from the textwhen necessary. Answers include occasionalsupporting evidence from the textwhen necessary. Answers often include supportingevidence from the text whennecessary.  Quotations orparaphrases are sometimesincluded in answers.

Answers always includesupporting evidence from the textwhen necessary.  Quotations orparaphrases are often included inanswers.
Clarity Answers are difficult tounderstand. Answers are sometimesunderstandable, but need to bemore to the point. Answers are always easy tounderstand, but need to be moreconcise. Answers are very easy tounderstand.  They are clear andconcise.

Mech
anics

SentenceStructure
Sentences are often incomplete. Run-on sentences are often used. Punctuation and capitals are oftenused incorrectly.

Sentences are sometimesincomplete.  Run-on sentencesare used.  Punctuation andcapitals are occasionally usedincorrectly.
Sentences are usually complete. Run-on sentences are rarelyused.  Punctuation and capitalsare occasionally used incorrectly.

Sentences are always complete. Run-on sentences are neverused.  Punctuation and capitalsare always used correctly.
Spelling Work contained many spellingmistakes and requires extensiveediting to correct errors. Work contained several spellingmistakes and requires editing tocorrect errors. Conventional spelling is usuallyused.  Some editing is necessaryto correct errors. Conventional spelling is alwaysused.
Grammar Work contained many grammarmistakes and requires extensiveediting to correct errors. Work contained several grammarmistakes and requires editing tocorrect errors. Conventional grammar is usuallyused.  Some editing is necessaryto correct errors. Conventional grammar is alwaysused.
Neatness Work is written in ink, but is verydifficult to read.  It must berewritten. Work is written in ink, but issomewhat difficult to read.  Itcould be much neater. Work is written in ink.  It is easy toread. Work is written in ink.  It is veryeasy to read.
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